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About This Game

Hell Girls is a unique puzzle RPG that prioritizes match 3 strategy over speed. Fight monsters with diverse characters that have
unique fighting skills based on their personalities. With anime inspired artwork, each character has loads of cute and sexy

outfits. Hell Girls blends addictive gameplay with immersive roleplaying and story. Story: Three mysterious families are blessed
by the gods to give birth to girls with powers over fire, ice, and lightning every century. Their powers are unknown to others, but
they will be called by the gods to travel across Hell and Earth, slaying monsters to save the world from being swallowed by Hell’s

corruption.
Their quest has earned them the title of Hell Girls.

Features of the game:
It integrates match 3 and puzzle game mechanics, gem drops and RPG.

Each character has lots of cute and sexy clothing.
Each character has a unique playstyle based on her element.

Victory depends on strategy and skill rather than speed.
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I like it, its fun. Couldn't stop playing it the day I bought it. Worth the buy if you like puzzle game and anime style things... How
to win real quick:

1) Level up Ice Maiden to the highest level.
2) Win everything by spamming mana potions and Freeze.. How to win real quick:

1) Level up Ice Maiden to the highest level.
2) Win everything by spamming mana potions and Freeze.. I like it, its fun. Couldn't stop playing it the day I bought it. Worth
the buy if you like puzzle game and anime style things..
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